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The TimberWolf 
TIMBER WOLVES DOMINATE IN WIN OVER KITCHENER! 

The Timber Wolves had a total team effort on 
Saturday to come up with a 3-0 victory over 
Kitchener Blue in a hard fought battle!  From 
the drop of the puck, the Timber Wolves had 
their game face on.  The Timber Wolves 
aggressive fore-check didn’t give the 
Kitchener defense anytime with the puck, 
which led to numerous scoring opportunities 
in the first and second periods but the 
Wolves just couldn’t find the back of the net.  
Early in the third, Stephen Cresswell led a 
rush up the ice and put a nice shot in on the 
Kitchener net.  Blake Rendall pounced on the 
rebound for a Wolves 1-0 lead.  Ryan 
Duench put the Wolves ahead by two with 
the goal of the year!  Ryan was all alone as 
he entered Kitchener’s end.  He put the puck between the defenseman’s legs, picked it up then did a 
mesmerizing toe drag around the second defenseman and lifted a backhand into the top corner of the net!  
Ryan DeWolfe then made a scintillating glove save to foil a glorious scoring opportunity for a Kitchener 
forward in the slot.  The Wolves went ahead by 3 when Cresswell’s shot was tipped by Carson Gerbauer 
right to Noah Zettler for a top shelf one timer! The game ended on a sour note after Ben Hagen was cross 
checked from behind in front of the Wolves bench and had to be carried off the ice on a stretcher.  Great 
news that  Ben is okay and just needs a few weeks of rest prior to getting back on the ice with the Timber 

Wolves.  Great work Wolves! 

PLAYER OF THE GAME! 

Ryan Duench is a player with fire in his eyes and 
determination in his heart!  That was never more evident 
than on Saturday with RD’s highlight reel toe-drag goal to 
earn him the Sweet Play of the Game!  OV would be totally 
proud!  Rumour has it all of Ryan’s teammates now want to 
borrow the MoJo Wax Ryan rubs on his stick before every 
game to keep the puck “on a string!”.  Ryan is a Grade 5 
student at St. Nicholas Catholic School where he is an all 
round athlete and loves gym.  When not on the ice, Ryan 
loves to ski and skateboard.  His favourite pre-game meal is 
pasta, which his dad wishes he would eat a ton more of!  
Ryan  relaxes by watching America’s Funniest Videos and is 
secretly planning to enter a winning video featuring the 
Duench’s!  Great game today RD and nice goal! 


